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Abstract
Eye tracking data has been widely used to analyze our
reading behavior. Usually, experiments are carried out with
head fixations or by analyzing eye tracking data in large ar-
eas such as paragraphs. But if we want to analyze the eye
gaze line by line or word by word with a non invasive appa-
ratus, we have to face the mislocation of the recorded eye
gaze. The lack of accuracy involves a difficult analysis of
the small eyes movements during reading. This paper pro-
poses a method to match lines of gazes with corresponding
text lines, using three different methods. We will show that
the Dynamic Time Warping is a promising way to measure
similarity between a line of gaze and a text line.
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1 Introduction
Reading is an everyday task we perform all day long. Many
researches have been carried out on our reading behavior.
It is now possible to estimate English skill level [3], to sum-



marize a text [9] or to detect skimming behavior [1] by ana-
lyzing the way our eyes are moving during reading. Accord-
ing to [8], eye movements during reading are divided in two
states: fixations and saccades. Fixation is when the eyes
stare at a word during reading and last for about 250ms.
Saccade is the quick movement of the eyes between two
points of fixation.

During reading analysis, researchers have to deal with in-
accuracy or miscalibration of an eye tracker [1]. Usually this
issue is compensated by setting up specific conditions of
experiment such as head fixation [6] or by analyzing our
reading behavior statistically (using the average number
of words per line of the document) [4]. Another strategy is
to analyze our reading behavior on a paragraph scale [7].
But it could be interesting to analyze our reading behavior
line by line or word by word using a non invasive method.
However in such conditions, these problems lead to a mis-
location of the recorded eye gaze as illustrated in Figure 1.
In such case, reading analysis will be difficult to perform
since the gap between the recorded eye gaze and the text
is greater than the line spacing. For a given line of fixations
it is not obvious to know the corresponding text line. Several
tasks in reading analysis process, such as counting read
words or detecting difficult part in a text, would be much
easier if it were possible to match the recorded eye gaze
with the text because it would be possible to know which
line or which word is read.

This paper proposes an algorithm to find the accordance
between lines of gazes and lines of text. Our approach is
based on the use of an eye tracker designed for the general
public. First we will present the different steps of our algo-
rithm and propose different alternatives to do the matching.
Second we will present the experiment and the correspond-
ing results. We will show we can use a sequence alignment

Figure 1: The mislocation of the eye gaze variate with the
conditions of recording. If the mislocation is greater than the line
spacing, the reading analysis cannot be done precisely.

algorithm to match the lines of gazes with the lines in the
text and get an accuracy of 60% for the matching. Then we
will conclude and discuss about ways to improve the algo-
rithm.

2 Algorithm overview
Our algorithm is divided into four steps. The input of the
algorithm is the raw eye gaze as in the example of Figure 1.

1. To detect fixations during reading.

2. To detect line breaks to gather fixations into lines in
order to compare them with text lines.

3. To rate the similarity between a line of fixations and
a line of the text. In this step we will present three
different methods of rating.

4. The line matching where the line of fixations is matched
with the corresponding text line.



Figure 2: Output of the fixation detection algorithm

2.1 Fixation detection
Our eye movements during reading is not a continuous mo-
tion but a succession of fixations and saccades. However
the output of the eye tracker is a continuous recording. We
use the fixation detection algorithm from [2] to extract fix-
ations from the raw eye gaze. In this algorithm, the gazes
which are near each others are gathered into fixations. The
output of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2

2.2 Line break detection
When fixations are detected, we gather them into lines of
fixations in order to compare them with the text lines. To
find lines of fixations we try to detect the line breaks. A line
break happen when we finish to read one line and start to
read a new one. It can be detected when a large regres-
sion occurs. Considering xf (i) as the x-coordinate of the
fixation i, if

xf (i+ 1)− xf (i) < −L < 0 (1)

then a line break is detected. L is chosen to detect the re-
gression which correspond to a line break. The output of
this algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Errors in segmentation
can occur in case of rereading (going backward could be
detected as a line break regression even though we are

Figure 3: Line break detection, each new color is a different line

rereading the same line), or in case of one or two words
text lines (the regression will not be detected and the line
we are reading will be merged with the next one).

2.3 Fixations line and text line comparison
In this section we will talk about three ways to compare a
line of fixations with a line in the text. The output of each
method of comparison is a score we will use in the final
matching step.

2.3.1 Fixation number
First, we try a basic idea to match a line of fixations with a
line of the text. For a given line of fixations we compare the
number of fixations in this line Nf with the number of words
in a line of the text Nw. Then, we compute the score

s = |Nf −Nw| (2)

The line of fixations and the line in the text are similar if
there are as many fixations as words.

2.3.2 Line length
Another basic idea to match a line of fixations with a line in
the text is to compare the length of these two lines. In this



algorithm words were replaced by their center and the x-
coordinate of the word is defined as the x-coordinate of its
center. For a given line of fixations, we compute the dis-
tance between the last and the first fixation, Lf and we
compute the distance between the last and the first word
in the line of the text Ll. Then we define the score

s = |Ll − Lf | (3)

The line of fixation and the line in the text are similar if they
have the same length.

2.3.3 Sequence alignment
The principle is to find the best alignment between two
sequences. We choose to align the x-position of words in
the text with x-position of fixations by using Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) algorithm. Again, in this algorithm the x-
coordinate of a word is defined as the x-coordinate of the
center of the word. So we have two align two sequences:

Xf = x1, x2, x3...xn (4)

and
Xt = x′

1, x
′
2, x

′
3...x

′
m (5)

In the DTW algorithm it is necessary to define a "cost of
alignment".

In our case the cost of alignment between a fixation xiand
a word x′

j is defined as

d = |xi − x′
j | (6)

which is the distance in pixel between the fixation i and the
word j. With these two sequences we compute a matrix
M(n,m) as in Figure 4. And the matrix M has to be filled

M =

x1 x2 x3
x′1 0 ∞ ∞
x′2 ∞ e f
x′3 ∞ g h

Figure 4: M matrix with for instance h = |x3-x’3| + Min (e,f,g)

as follows. The first line is filled with infinite value, the first
column is also filled with infinite values. M(0, 0) is filled
with the value 0. Then for each position in the matrix M a
score is defined as

M [i, j] = d+min(M [i− 1, j],M [i, j− 1],M [i− 1, j− 1])
(7)

This methodology is maintained until we reach the coef-
ficient [n,m] of the matrix M (low right corner). This last
value represents the score of the matching between the line
of fixation Xf and the line in the text Xt.

s = M [n,m] (8)

2.4 Line matching
The point of this step is to find the best matching between
one line of fixations and several lines of text. This match-
ing is based on the scores from the previous step. For a
given line of fixation we will compare it with the nearest n
text lines and try to find which one correspond to this fix-
ations line. The mislocation due to the inaccuracy of the
eye tracker can vary but is not greater than a couple of cen-
timeters. According to this measure, we choose n = 5.
The y-coordinate of a line is considered as the center of



its bounding box. Then we look at the pair (fixations line-
text line) with the minimum score (according to the previous
step) to find the best matching.

3 Experiment and Results
For the experiment, 8 participants were asked to read 3
different texts. The distance between the screen and the
subjects was between 60 and 70 centimeters. Readers
were asked to read carefully forward the text. In order to
avoid errors due to errors of segmentation during the line
break detection step, we selected only the well segmented
lines as input of the algorithm. Then we manually labelled
the position of each fixations line. The number of selected
lines is 138. A good matching is detected when the line of
fixations is matched with the corresponding line in the text
according to the ground truth. The eye tracker employed in
this experiment is a Tobii EyeX Controller 1.

The accuracy of the algorithm is computed as the percent-
age of all good matches on a total amount of 138 lines.
Comparison between the three methods of matching is
shown in Table 1. The accuracy of the DTW alignment
method is better than comparing the number of fixations
with the number of lines. It is slightly better than comparing
the length of line of fixations with the length of the line in the
text. We can see a visualization of an alignment with a high
score in Figure 6 and a visualization of an alignment with a
low score in Figure 5. Both using DTW algorithm.

3.1 Results analysis
Comparing the number of fixations with the number of
words is not very accurate because there is not necessarily
one fixation per words. We tend to skip small words during
reading which can affect this method of comparison. More-
over confusions can occur when successive lines contains

1[http://www.tobii.com/]

Algorithm % of good line matching
Number of fixations 39%

Line length 56%
DTW 60%

Table 1: Results of the algorithm with three different methods of
matching

Figure 5: Result of an alignment with a low score using DTW
algorithm.

the same number of words.

Comparing the length of the fixations line with the length of
the text line is more accurate, but if the text is justified all
the lines will have the same length. Then it will be very hard
to match a line of fixations with the corresponding text line
using this method.

Using DTW for the matching is more accurate, because
the number and the position of the fixations are both taken
into account. Even if some small words does not have any
corresponding fixation or some long words have more than
one fixations, these differences can be absorbed by the
elasticity property of the DTW. But this is true only for small
changes and have its limits. And, still, some text lines can
be very similar to each other and introduce some confu-
sions for the DTW.

4 Conclusion and discussion
We have presented a way to match recorded fixations with
the text using the DTW. Our algorithm can match a line of

http://www.tobii.com/


Figure 6: Result of an alignment with a high score using DTW
algorithm.

fixations with the corresponding text line with an accuracy
of 60%. In this paper we focused on finding the correct
matching between one line of fixations with several line of
text. This algorithm can be used for estimating and cor-
recting the global mislocation for one specific document.
We know that a majority of fixation lines are successfully
matched to the correct text lines with the presented algo-
rithm. So, the corresponding vertical translation can be ap-
plied to adjust all the fixations of the document closer to the
correct lines.

A way to enhance our results is to use psychological read-
ing behavior. For instance, according to [8] we only read
80% of contents words and 35% of function words in a
whole text. Moreover, the x-position of a word in the text
is defined as the x-position of the center of the word. But
according to [5], the fixation are not exactly located at the
center of the word.

Another different perspective is to use the DTW for applying
an horizontal alignment. As we can see in Figure 6, it might
be possible to match each fixation with the corresponding
word. But for now we can’t evaluate it because no ground
truth is available at the word level.
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